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pronunciation

It is critical that we all know how to

pronounce our brand in a standard, uniform

way.

Sometimes you need to translate the brand

name into a local language, to say it in the

same way as we would want our guest to

talk about us with their friends.

Without knowing the standard

pronunciation, people won’t know that it’s

the Midea brand being discussed, and our

guest won’t be able to share any nice Midea

brand stories.

So now, let’s please say “Midea.”

[ Mɑɪ’dɪɑ ]

[audio mp3="http://www.mideabrandbook.com/wp-content/uploads/Midea_Pronounce.mp3"][/audio]
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brand logo types

At the core of the Midea brand identity is our logo. It is one of the most

important elements of Midea’s brand image. Using the logo correctly and

uniformly is of great importance in communicating the brand effectively.

The Midea logo provided by this manual is standard, and it must not be

changed, altered or recreated in any manner.

The logo is represented in three primary configurations, as illustrated on

the right. Each configuration is designed for specific applications. Care

must be taken to ensure the correct configuration is used in the correct

application.

  
Midea Sans Block 

The Sans Block logo is used primarily

on corporate applications (stationery, forms,

ppt documents, email signatures, etc.), as

well as for most signage applications. For

any instance where the use of a Block logo

(Tab or Lozenge) is impractical, the Sans

Block logo should be considered. The Midea

Sans Block logo can be used in reverse

format as well.

 

   
Midea Tab Block 

The Tab Block logo is used primarily on

consumer-facing applications, such as

advertising, packaging, and product

literature. This configuration is always

positioned along the top leading edge of an

application’s “canvas” (i.e., the content area).

 

   
Midea Lozenge Block The Lozenge Block

logo is used primarily in instances where it is

impractical to position the logo along a top

leading edge, but where the visual presence

of a color block is desired. These applications

may include signboards in store fronts, light

boxes, and other unique environments.
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with registration mark

The registration symbol should always appear in superscript. This

requirement is not legally mandated but strongly advised for maximum

trademark protection.

In written documents – articles, press releases, promotional materials, etc. –

it is only necessary to use a symbol once, either in the first or most

prominant instance of the mark.
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sans block logo

The Sans Block logo does not have a defined

color block surrounding it,

  i.e., it exists in a free space of white (as

shown to the right) or reversed out of Midea

blue.

Clearspace

Clearspace is needed to ensure the logo has

enough visual breathing room to live within

a given space and with other graphic

elements. This space is the

  minimum area around the logo that must

be kept free of any other graphics or text.

The clear space is defined by “X” which is

established by the height of the “i.”

Minimum size

The minimum size for the Sans Block logo is

as illustrated. This is the minimum required,

but larger sizes are generally preferred.
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sans block logo with

tagline

The Sans Block logo is the only logo

configuration that may feature an

accompanying tagline.

  The tagline is the only graphic that is

permitted to appear within the designated

clearspace area.

It is sized and positioned as illustrated to the

right.

Tagline tints:

  Positive version: 60% black

  Reverse version: 20% black

NOTE: The tagline is a fixed graphic that is

part of official artwork. Do not recreate.

The tagline configuration can also exist

against a Midea Blue background.

IMPORTANT: The example to the right is a

Sans Block logo version sitting against a

Midea Blue background. It is NOT to be

confused with a fixed block logo.
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tab block logo

Clearspace

  Most consumer facing applications,

including advertising, packaging, and

product literature, must use the Tab Block

logo.

  The proportions and configurations of the

Tab Block logo are as illustrated on the right.

  The clear space is defined by “X” which is

established by the height of the “i.”

The Tab Block logo is a fixed configuration

and must not be changed.

Minimum size

  The minimum size for the Tab Block logo is

as illustrated. Again, this is the minimum

required but larger sizes are generally

preferred.
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lozenge block logo

Special applications such as signboards in

store fronts, light boxes, and other

environments use the Lozenge Block logo.

This version is shorter but remains easily

identifiable at long distances.

The proportions and configurations of the

Tab Block logo are as illustrated on the right.

The clear space is defined by “X” which is

established by the height of the “i.”

The Lozenge Block logo is a

fixed configuration and must not be

changed.

Minimum size

  The minimum size for the Lozenge logo is

as illustrated. Again, this is the minimum

required, but larger sizes are generally

preferred.
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background as per logo

types

The relationship between the Midea logo

and its background is strictly controlled to

ensure maximum visual clarity and brand

consistency.

It is permissible for all three logo

configurations to be used on both Midea

Blue and white backgrounds, as illustrated in

the four states to the right.

States 1 and 2:

  A Sans Block logo can be used on either

Midea Blue or white backgrounds.

States 3 and 4:

  A Tab Block logo can be used on either

Midea Blue or white backgrounds. Tab Block

logos must be anchored along the top edge.

A white keyline is also required when used

against a blue background.
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background as per logo

colors

While the Tab Block and Lozenge Block

logos can only appear against a 100% blue

or white background (as illustrated on the

preceding page), there is additional

flexibility when using the Sans Block logo.

The illustration to the right shows the

acceptable permutations the Sans Block

logo may take relative to its background

color or tint.
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general principles

As indicated above, most consumerfacing

applications, including advertising,

packaging, and product literature, use the

Tab Block logo. It is the default logo

configuration, and as such, has the most

specific applications requirements. (NOTE:

there are no specific placement guidelines

for the Sans Block logo, other than standard

clearspace / minimum size restrictions.)

There are two positions within any given

media space where the Tab Block logo can

be placed, as illustrated on the right.

Normally, the Midea logo is placed at the top

right-hand corner of the canvas and aligned

with the margin of the page. However, when

the width of the media space is less than

2.5x the width of the Midea logo, the logo

should instead be applied at the top center

of the canvas.

The size of the logo relative to the canvas is

also important. The following pages serve as

a guide to correct logo placement and

proportion in each media format.
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dos and don’ts

An overall and universal guiding principle

regarding correct and incorrect logo usage

and execution is use only officially supplied

artwork. NEVER recreate or alter the logo in

any fashion.

To the right are a few examples of what not

to do.

IMPORTANT:

  It is permissible to isolate the Midea M for

unique applications (such as an app button,

for instance). See example below.

 

App button example
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slogan and slogan tab

block usage

Slogan Usage

The slogan is the only graphic that is

permitted to appear within the designated

clearspace area of the logo. It is sized and

positioned as illustrated to the right.

The tagline configuration can also exist

against a Midea Blue background.

Slogan Tab Block Usage

Because we intend to include our slogan on

more elements, primarily advertising and

print, a NEW Slogan Tab Block has been

created. This new device improves

readability, regardless of surrounding

content. However, it is not recommended on

many digital applications due to minimum

size constraints.

RECOMMENDED USE

Advertising

Print Collateral

Social media

RESTRICTED USE

Website

Powerpoint templates
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slogan and slogan tab

block color versions
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slogan in other languages

The block-logo with slogan can be seen as a

brand symbol. The block-logo with slogan is

a registered trademark and is never

translated to a local language.

When the slogan is used as a separate

tagline (eg. in packaging) or within text, the

slogan alone is not protected as a

trademark. In some countries a local

translation is therefore specifically required.

We only translate the slogan when its legally

required in the target country.

Use the approved exceptions below.

 

Почувствуй себя дома (Russian)

(Arabic) البيت بيتك

(Farsiخانه، خانه توست (
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brand typographic

Primary and Substitute

Typefaces

Midea uses three weights from the Gotham

family of fonts as its corporate typeface.

These weights are Gotham Bold, Gotham

Medium, and Gotham Book / Book Italic.

Limiting the font selection to three weights

ensures that greater consistency and design

discipline will be achieved across all brand

touchpoints.

Electronic communications

In a scenario where the Gotham series fonts

are not available, such as internal office

communications (Email, Word and

Powerpoint documents, etc.) use the official

substitution font Arial (a system font).
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brand typography full color

usage

Using a universal standardized font across

all brand touchpoints is essential in

maintaining consistency and clarity.

However, the way in which the font is set

(i.e., implemented) is equally important.

What we are referring to here is

“typographic style.”

Typographic style refers to the manner in

which a font is utilized and the rules and

conventions around such use. These rules

would include styles for headlines, subheads

and body copy, display copy, titles,

information graphics, etc. It also includes

guidance on when to use all caps, upper and

lowercase, specifications regarding

letterspacing and wordspacing, and other

conventions.

TYPICAL CONVENTIONS

(Nominal tracking applies to all)

  A Main headings: Gotham Bold, all caps.

  B Secondary headings: Gotham Book, sentence case.

  C Deck copy: Gotham Medium, sentence case, typically in a 60%

grey or in black.

  D Level One subheads: Gotham Bold, all caps.

  E Level Two subheads: Gotham Bold, upper and lower case, title

case.

  F Level Three subheads: Gotham Book Italics, upper and lower

case, title case.

  G Body Copy: Gotham Book, upper and lower case, sentence

case.
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brand typography one

color usage

When full-color print is not available (such

as with newsprint or flyers), the same

conventions apply. However, the font should

be printed in 60% black. Or full black,

depending on printer capabilities.

TYPICAL CONVENTIONS

(Nominal tracking applies to all)

  A Main headings: Gotham Bold, all caps.

  B Secondary headings: Gotham Book, sentence case.

  C Deck copy: Gotham Medium, sentence case, typically in a 60%

grey or in black.

  D Level One subheads: Gotham Bold, all caps.

  E Level Two subheads: Gotham Bold, upper and lower case, title

case.

  F Level Three subheads: Gotham Book Italics, upper and lower

case, title case.

  G Body Copy: Gotham Book, upper and lower case, sentence

case.
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color palette

Primary color
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secondary color
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